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Selection, School System or
Skills Obsolescence?
Abstract:
This paper investigates whether economic returns to education in Norway differ across
cohorts. Differences in returns to education may arise from selection effects - the large
increase in educational attainment in postwar years may have changed selection into
education. They may also result from changes in the school system, having been
transformed towards a more egalitarian system. Finally, cohort effects may arise from skills
obsolescence - technological change may make old education less worth in the labor
market. The empirical results suggest that there has been a decline in the returns to
education across cohorts. Controlling for self-selection into education, however, the cohort
differences vanish. There is no strong evidence in favor of the skills obsolescence
explanation, and no support for the hypothesis that the quality of schooling has declined
over time. Cohort differences in returns to education seem to have been driven by selection
effects.
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